NAILS PRESENTATION OUTLINE GUIDE
Introduction can be first or after a attraction getting statement.
ARE YOU CRUEL TO YOUR DOG?
MANY DOG LOVING OWNER ARE UNKNOWING NOT TAKING PROPER CARE OF THEIR
BELOVED PETS.
Introduce you self
Good morning/afternoon.
My name is
I am in the grade and age. This is my 3red county demo.
I go to school I belong to name the clubs.
Lead in explanation. (tell them what you are going to talk about)
Today I am going to tell you how a very vital part of your dogs care his toe nails is often neglected due to the
owner just not understanding the importance of keeping the dogs nails short is to the dogs over all health
especially as it ages.
Present information the body of your presentations.
Part !
How nails grow: Their rate of growth depend on.
1. Living conditions. Indoor house dogs –outdoor dogs in kennels-grass lawns.
2. Activity
3. Color of nail
Part 2.
How can I tell if my does nails are to long. What does long nails look like. Show poster drawings or photos.
Talk about due claws. Some dogs have them removed . grow fast as never tough ground-can grow in a circle.
Part 3
Dog need to be trained to have nails cut.
How often do nails need to be trimmed. Who does trimming. Cost.
How short nails are required in 4-H fitting and showing
Part 4
Cost of having professionals do it groomers or vets.
If you want to do this your self.
What tools are needed. Show different type of nail cutters and fills.
How to use tools. Where to cut. (Show photo or drawings.)
What is the Quick and quick stop
GOOD SUMMARY ( tell them what you just told them) (highlighting the most important information)
Now that you know that long nails can be harmful you will need to remember to check the length of your
dogs nail monthly to help you decide when they need to get trimmed.
Buy high quality cutting tools the proper size for your dog.
Take the time to train your dog get him use to having his feet and nails touched
Make sure you start out by cutting only a small tip of the nails each time so you do not cut into the quick.
If you cannot train your dogs nails find a groomer or vet office that you trust.
Short closing statement:
Remember the advantages of Short nails. they can help your dog age with out feet and leg problems and
your house and skin will thank you.

Bad summary sample: Today I told you Why your dogs nails kneed to be trimmed, How to trim the nails and
what tools you need.

GIVE YOUR SOURCE OF INFORMATION:
I got my information from the Home veterinary care book, Dog grooming book, and the 4-H dog learning
guide. And my 4-H leader who helped my get the information I needed.
Are there any Questions:
Remember to repeat the questions even if it is a yes or no answer.
ENDING
If there are no further questions is ends my Presentation. Thank you for listing.

Posters: Title
Show Examples of what you are talking about. Photos or drawings
Do not write out your hole presentation on the posters. Make letters large enough to read from 4 feet away.
Or demonstrate to judge what you are talking about.
If your posters are done well they can help you remember the order of your talk.
Summery poster
Have at least one sample of your source material.

Bring your outlines to us over the next two weeks.
We will also help you with your poster design.

